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Abstract Online communities like Wikipedia produce valuable public
information goods. While some of these communities require wouldbe contributors to create accounts, many do not. Does this requirement
catalyze cooperation or inhibit participation? Prior research provides
divergent predictions but little causal evidence. We conduct an empirical test using longitudinal data from 136 natural experiments where
would-be contributors to wikis were suddenly required to log in to contribute. Requiring accounts leads to a small increase in account creation,
but reduces both high and low quality contributions from registered
and unregistered participants. Although the change deters a large portion of low quality participation, the vast majority of deterred contributions are higher quality. We conclude that requiring accounts introduces
an under-theorized tradeoff for public goods production in interactive
communication systems.

As a core principle, Wikipedia has always welcomed what it calls “unregistered editing” by people who have not created an account on the site.1
Because vandalism and malicious editing persists on Wikipedia—as much as
97% of it from unregistered editors2 —Wikipedia participants have repeatedly
1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Welcome_unregistered_editing (archived at:
https://perma.cc/P7EN-2VWH).
2
See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Counter-Vandalism_Unit/Vandalism_
studies (archived at: https://perma.cc/5TEM-6R77). The specific estimate depends on the
measurement method used.
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suggested requiring contributors to create accounts.3 Even during a series of
crises around defamation, Wikipedia’s leaders refused to require Wikipedia
contributors to reveal their identity or use consistent pseudonyms (Jemielniak, 2014). Wikipedia’s commitment to unregistered editing speaks to a
longstanding concern in the study of interactive communication systems: do
stable identifiers catalyze the creation of public information goods (Benkler,
2006; Fulk et al., 1996; Monge & Contractor, 2003; Yuan et al., 2005)?
According to some scholars, stable identifiers support social connections
that enable public goods production and prosocial cooperation in exchange
networks (e.g., Axelrod, 1984; Faraj & Johnson, 2011; Ostrom, 1990; Yamagishi et al., 2009). Within online communities, identifiers and reputations increase social transparency, group attachment, trust, accountability, and commitment among members, leading to increased participation (Cheshire & Antin,
2008; Kraut et al., 2012; Ren et al., 2012). Even requiring low cost, disposable
account names can prevent negative disinhibited behavior, non-cooperation,
and strategic gaming of reputation systems in computer-mediated communication without deterring good-faith participants (Friedman & Resnick, 2001;
Joinson, 1998; Kraut et al., 2012; Walther, 1996).
Other research argues that minimized contribution costs facilitate largescale participation (Benkler, 2002, 2006; Bennett & Segerberg, 2012; Cheshire,
2007; Kollock, 1999). In this view, the requirement to create a stable identifier,
even a disposable pseudonym, imposes a transaction cost that inhibits cooperation that would otherwise occur. Unregistered contributions can also introduce valuable perspectives (Anthony et al., 2009; Kane et al., 2014; Woolley et
al., 2010) and can stimulate activity from experienced community members
(Gorbatâi, 2014).
Synthesizing this prior work, we anticipate that requiring peer production
contributors to use stable identifiers will decrease both high and low quality
contributions. We report the results of an empirical, observational test of
these claims. The study exploits a series of 136 natural experiments that occurred in collectives engaged in peer production. Across all of these groups,
would-be contributors went from being able to edit without an account to
being obligated to create an account and log in to participate. In every case,
the feature change was sudden and resulted in the sort of institutional shock
that supports the use of quasi-experimental methods to identify causal effects
3

Proposals to “prohibit anonymous users from editing” are the first item on Wikipedia’s list of perennial proposal topics related to editing: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
WP:PEREN (archived at: https://perma.cc/EZ23-ELJQ).
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(Murnane & Willett, 2011). Using exhaustive longitudinal data gathered from
public database records, we employ a method inspired by regression discontinuity design (RDD) to estimate the impact of the feature change.
Although requiring accounts causes the proportion of low quality contributions to decrease enormously, the large majority of deterred edits are of
higher quality. These effects hold even among participants who had accounts
prior to the intervention, indicating that unregistered contributions stimulate activity among established contributors. Overall, we find no support for
the argument that user accounts actively catalyze short term cooperation. We
conclude that stable identifiers like user accounts introduce previously undertheorized tradeoffs in public information goods production in open collaboration systems.
Public Information Goods Production and Stable Identifiers Online
Networked communication and interaction in online communities has facilitated large scale public information goods production (Benkler, 2002; Fulk
et al., 1996; Kollock, 1999; Monge & Contractor, 2003). Many of the central elements of classical theories of public goods production and commons
(Olson, 1965; Ostrom, 1990) do not change with the move to online environments and digital resources. However, several key aspects of the communicative practices involved undergo fundamental shifts. Two of the most frequently referenced shifts include (1) radically reduced transaction costs associated with participation (e.g., Benkler, 2006; Bennett & Segerberg, 2012; Fulk
et al., 1996) and (2) technological mediation that allows individuals to participate with varying degrees of anonymity (e.g., Anonymous, 1998; Joinson, 1998; Walther, 1996).4 To combat the negative effects of disinhibition
due to anonymity, many communities require would-be contributors to create an account and log in (e.g. Reddit). On the other hand, requiring stable
identifiers—even disposable pseudonyms—constitutes a cost. Communities
like Wikipedia argue that the time required to create an account imposes a
prohibitive barrier on would-be contributors.
Our analysis focuses on online collectives engaged in commons-based peer
production, the form of digitally-networked, open public goods production
that has created valuable resources such as Free/Libre Open Source Software,
Wikipedia, and OpenStreetMap (Benkler, 2002, 2006). Benkler et al. (2015)
4

Although many describe unregistered users of online communities as “anonymous,”
there are distinct types of anonymity (Anonymous, 1998).
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define peer production as “a form of open creation and sharing performed
by groups online that: (1) set and execute goals in a decentralized manner; (2)
harness a diverse range of participant motivations, particularly non-monetary
motivations; and (3) separate governance and management relations from exclusive forms of property and relational contracts.” Peer production encompasses some of the largest sustained instances of open collaboration and collective action achieved through Internet-mediated communication (Benkler et
al., 2015; Cheshire, 2007; Fulk et al., 1996; Schweik & English, 2012). As a result, peer production communities provide ideal environments to analyze the
effects of different sociotechnical arrangements on public information good
production.
Existing research makes divergent predictions about the effects of requiring user accounts on public goods production in online communication. One
body of prior studies argue that stable identifiers work as catalysts of cooperation by facilitating accountability, group identification, boundaries, and
commitment that lead to higher quality participation. Others contend that
requiring accounts imposes costly obstacles that deter participation. A related
set of studies suggests that unregistered contributions may introduce diverse
perspectives and stimulate activity among experienced community members.
Thus, reductions in low quality content may lead to overall declines in high
quality contribution as well. Our hypotheses, developed below, borrow from
all of these approaches and reflect a synthesis of this earlier work.
Stable Identifiers as Catalysts of Cooperation
The value of stable identifiers in public information goods production and
interactive communication networks derives from the importance of boundaries for cooperation and common pool resource production (Ostrom, 1990).
At small scale, stable identifiers facilitate sustained communication in repeated
interactions leading to the development of reputations and norms (Axelrod,
1984). Relying on identifiers, reputation systems can promote accountability
and community boundaries in computer-mediated communication. Without
identifiers, anonymity online can lead to disinhibition and toxic behavior like
spam and hate speech (Joinson, 1998) which tend to be counter-productive to
the creation of large-scale public information goods (Kraut et al., 2012). Even
light-weight identifiers can facilitate norm enforcement and more supportive
interpersonal communication dynamics (Anonymous, 1998; Walther, 1996).
Stable identifiers can also support computer-mediated information shargit revision 33b9e89 on 2020/05/07
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ing by reducing anonymity and enhancing trust and opportunities for social
approval (Cheshire, 2007; Kollock, 1999). The low costs of reproducing and
consuming digital information makes would-be contributors particularly susceptible to social incentives like feedback and status (Cheshire, 2007; Cheshire
& Antin, 2008; Fulk et al., 1996; Kollock, 1999). Reduced anonymity between participants thus enhances the social feedback that sustains cooperation
(Cheshire, 2007; Cheshire & Antin, 2008; Faraj & Johnson, 2011; Kollock,
1999) and reduces non-cooperative behavior (Yamagishi et al., 2009). Stable
identifiers can also enhance identification and commitment online, leading
to more robust, sustained participation (Kraut et al., 2012; Ren et al., 2012).
Visible reputations support the formation of trust and bonding among participants, who develop a sense of collective identity (Ren et al., 2012), reinforcing
group boundaries in positive ways.
In digital settings, low quality contributions can be easily undone. However, the process of filtering contributions requires resources and effort that
could be allocated to more productive ends. In theory, the requirement that
contributors create accounts imposes a barrier analogous to the use of “CAPTCHA” insofar as it selectively keeps out vandals and spammers who would
not have made productive contributions anyway (Kraut et al., 2012). Appropriately “cheap” pseudonyms would thus lead to an increase in registered contributors and enhance the overall quality of participation so long as the system
cannot be gamed too easily (Friedman & Resnick, 2001). Barriers to entry can,
in this view, serve informal boundary-maintenance functions, ensuring that
would-be contributors have sufficient motivation to overcome small obstacles
while individuals unwilling to abide by minimal community norms will not
get involved in the first place.
The “catalysts” perspective leads us to expect that account requirements
should not deter contributions from good-faith participants. In a stronger
form, this perspective would predict that contributions from more socially
integrated participants would lead to an overall increase in quality. Based on
the approaches described above, a requirement to register an account before
contributing to a peer production project should drive away low quality contributions like spam while prompting an increase in the creation of new accounts and either stable or increasing rates of high quality contributions.
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Barriers to Entry as Transaction Costs and Social Inhibitors
The speed and ease with which individuals can make small contributions to
digitally-networked communication systems differentiates them from earlier
knowledge sharing and management (Benkler, 2006; Bennett & Segerberg,
2012; Cheshire, 2007; Fulk et al., 1996; Kollock, 1999). For example, in Wikipedia, it takes a few seconds and very little specialized knowledge to add a
missing comma to an article. Cost-oriented explanations of online collaboration argue that such radically low barriers to entry enhance the quantity of
participation. Further arguments extend this to propose that even low quality
participation stimulates further activity leading to enhanced content quality.
Classical theories of public goods and collective action treat barriers to entry as a resource constraint likely to deter participation (Oberschall, 1973; Olson, 1965). Low participation costs help explain why some collectives achieve
critical mass while others do not (Marwell & Oliver, 1993). Reduced participation costs caused by new communication technology also explain the rise
of online forms of collective action and group generalized exchange (Benkler,
2006; Bennett & Segerberg, 2012; Kollock, 1999). In online environments,
low participation costs often translate into fluid or open community boundaries. Classical theories predict that these open boundaries might facilitate
free riding (Olson, 1965) or undermine community stability and cohesion
(Ostrom, 1990). However, open communities and crowds pursuing information sharing can benefit from larger group size as well as greater diversity of
perspectives (Benkler, 2006; Bennett & Segerberg, 2012; Kane et al., 2014;
Woolley et al., 2010; Zhang & Zhu, 2011). Open boundaries also make it
easier for organizations to build informal, lightweight relationships with volunteers and then leverage opportunities to develop deeper identification and
commitment (Ren et al., 2012).
The absence of a registration requirement may also facilitate easier onboarding of new participants and greater diversity of contributions. For example, newcomers to online communities often pursue low-commitment,
marginal tasks before they create accounts (Antin & Cheshire, 2010). The
opportunity to contribute to a project without a stable identifier allows participants to experiment without risk or cost to their reputations (Anonymous, 1998; Walther, 1996), potentially yielding more innovative and novel
contributions (Bernstein et al., 2011). Unregistered contributions can bring
new, diverse knowledge to the table that attracts the attention of more experienced community members (Anthony et al., 2009) and provokes those
git revision 33b9e89 on 2020/05/07
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experienced community members to make further improvements (Kane et
al., 2014). The interactions that result can become self-sustaining (Bennett &
Segerberg, 2012; Margolin & Liao, 2018) lead to higher quality information
goods overall even when unregistered participants add relatively low quality
content (Gorbatâi, 2014).
Together these approaches contradict the “catalysts of cooperation” perspective on stable identifiers. The work emphasizing barriers to entry suggests that a shift to requiring accounts should decrease participation activity
in communities, including contributions of both low and high quality. In
terms of new account creation, these perspectives do not advance a clear prediction. Finally, research on the productive role of unregistered contributors
suggests that requiring identifiers may inhibit overall quality improvements
by reducing group size and reducing a source of stimulus for follow-on contributions, leading existing community members to participate less as well.
Tradeoffs of Stable Identifiers in Peer Production
Synthesizing the bodies of research summarized above, we suggest that stable identifiers in the organization of online public information goods entail
tradeoffs. On the one hand, stable identifiers can enhance group boundaries,
accountability, cohesion, and dynamics of reputation and status. Imposing
stable identifiers can drive away spammers, reduce the burden of norm enforcement, and lead to virtuous cycles of engagement. On the other hand,
stable identifiers impose a barrier to participation that should reduce the likelihood of contribution among some would-be participants who are not vandals. In losing these would-be participants, communities will also shrink in
terms of good faith contributions and members. These reductions in contributions from outsiders, both good and bad, will undermine the activity of
established contributors indirectly.
The tradeoffs we anticipate underscore the importance of several questions that prior studies have failed to resolve. On the catalysts side, studies on
the beneficial impacts of stable identifiers tend to overlook whether the identifiers deter good faith participation. Meanwhile, studies in the barriers camp
have approached transaction costs as a relatively homogeneous concept, failing to make specific predictions about the effects of common types of costs.
In the context of peer production and other forms of online collective action,
this leads us to question whether requiring accounts for participation would
constitute a sufficiently costly barrier to entry that it would drive away othergit revision 33b9e89 on 2020/05/07
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wise motivated and interested contributors? Alternatively, requiring account
creation might, as many project administrators and systems designers believe,
keep spammers out while having little or no effect on good faith contributors.
We derive our hypotheses from this tradeoffs perspective. First, drawing
from the view that stable identifiers are not sufficiently burdensome to drive
away all contributors, we anticipate that requiring account creation for participation in peer production communities will cause an increase in the number of
newly registered accounts (H1).
We also expect that requiring accounts will depress the rate of contributions. Drawing from the theoretical perspective derived above, we divide this
into two hypotheses. Based on both the catalysts and costs perspectives, we
expect that requiring account creation for participation in peer production communities will cause a reduction in the number of subsequently removed contributions (H2). Communities require accounts because they believe the effect of
doing so will primarily be to provide a costly barrier biased toward deterring
low quality and unwanted forms of participation like vandalism and spam. Because vandals and spammers are not motivated through collaboration, their
contributions are unlikely to be catalyzed by an account requirement.
Our third hypothesis anticipates that the imposition of the costs associated with creating and signing-in to a user account will also deter would-be
contributors who would have added something of value and that requiring account creation for participation in peer production communities will cause a reduction in high quality contributions (H3). This reflects the view that requiring
accounts is a broadly-felt costly barrier whose effect on would-be contributors
of high quality knowledge will not be outweighed by the benefits of accounts
as catalysts of cooperation.
Finally, building on the argument that unregistered contributors stimulate activity by existing community members by Gorbatâi (2014), Kane et al.
(2014) and others, we hypothesize that requiring account creation for participation in peer production communities will cause a reduction in contributions
from participants who contributed with accounts prior to the requirement (H4).
Directly contradicting the catalysts point of view, this hypothesis also extends
the transaction costs argument by proposing an indirect impact of the design
change on contributors who already hold accounts.
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METHODS
We test these hypotheses by combining observational digital trace data from
a sample of 136 peer production projects with an analytic strategy that allows
us to identify causal effects. Prior research on the impact of stable identifiers
and small transaction costs on public information goods does not compare
across multiple communities or incorporate evidence capable of supporting
causal claims. Other studies that address causal concerns have incorporated
findings from small samples with limited external validity. Additionally, previous work has focused on the effect of transaction costs and stable identifiers
on the aggregate quantity of participation without differentiating or evaluating its quality (Jay et al., 2016).
The communities in our study underwent a policy change after which
contributing without an account became unavailable. We estimate the causal
effect of the policy change on communities that previously had unregistered
activity by comparing trace data on contributions immediately before and
after the change using a quasi-experimental design described below. This approach follows a small number of studies that use changes to communication
systems in peer production as a way of drawing causal inference (Geiger &
Halfaker, 2013; Narayan et al., 2019; Slivko et al., 2016; Zhang & Zhu, 2011).
Empirical Setting: Wikis and Wikia Inc.
Our empirical setting is a large population of peer production communities
engaged in the collaborative creation of wikis.5 The term “wiki” refers to a
type of software designed to facilitate the collaborative, asynchronous writing and distribution of textual content; the communities that use wiki software; and the products created by these groups (Leuf & Cunningham, 2001).
Wikipedia is the most famous example of a wiki, but there are hundreds of
thousands of other wikis with different goals, topics, and scopes. Through
the enormous success of Wikipedia—one of the five most popular websites in
the world—wikis figure prominently in Benkler’s (2002) original conceptualization of commons-based peer production and are among the most visible
and impactful public information goods online.
We analyze a population of wikis hosted by the for-profit firm Wikia.
Wikia, started in 2004, sought to apply Wikipedia’s production model to
a broad range of topics. Wikia was founded by Jimmy Wales, Wikipedia’s
5

We have previously published research using data from this empirical setting (Shaw &
Hill, 2014) and some of the the text in this section is adapted from that work.
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founder, and Angela Beesley, an active and respected early Wikipedia contributor. Wikia’s policies, structures, and technologies have been heavily influenced by Wikipedia. In terms of the content and scope, Wikia wikis vary
enormously, addressing popular culture and “fan culture” topics as well as
things like software, food, and fashion. Some of the largest wikis host information about massive multiplayer online video games like Halo, television
shows like Breaking Bad, or cultural phenomena like puppetry. On October
4, 2016, Wikia partially rebranded itself as Fandom. Although many firms
host wikis (e.g., PBWiki, WikiSpaces, and SocialText), Wikia is unique in that
it only hosts publicly accessible, volunteer-produced content.
Wikia wikis constitute a large, inclusive population of peer production
communities (Hill & Shaw, 2019). Wikia relies on peer production to create
the content of its websites. All of its wikis invite contributions from the general public and all Wikia content is distributed freely and openly. The vast
majority of Wikia communities allow contributions without an account.
Data
In September 2012, Wikia staff shared with us a list of 181 wikis that, according to their records, had changed a configuration setting that required all
would-be contributors to create accounts before making an edit. The staff also
provided information and documentation that the intervention happened at
the request (or at least with the consent) of administrators from the affected
communities. They explained that on Wikia, configuration of the wiki was
generally left to administrators and that it was the staff’s belief that only a
small proportion of non-administrators—and no unregistered users—would
have been involved in the decision to make the change. We conducted textbased searches on a randomly selected 10% of wikis in our sample and did
not find any evidence that the interventions were announced ahead of time.
The fact that the change was implemented in software meant that would-be
contributors had no obvious way of avoiding exposure to it.
We collected public datasets on the full contribution histories of each of
the affected wikis with the exception of 4 wikis whose database records has
been deleted by Wikia. For each wiki, Wikia either publishes the data as
an XML database dump or exposes the relevant information to construct an
XML dump through their API. The XML dumps contain the full history of
every revision made by every user to every page in each wiki.6
6

The dumps do not include data from pages whose entire history of contribution has
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The data we received from Wikia staff included only the most recent time
that the option for unregistered editing had been updated in the site’s configuration database. We found that the dates shared by Wikia staff corresponded
to a complete cessation of editing from users without accounts in the vast majority of cases. For 8 wikis, we found compelling evidence that the configuration change had occurred earlier and adjusted the date accordingly. Details of
this process, visualizations of the edit histories of these wikis, and additional
models in which we do not adjust the dates appear in the “Adjusted Cut-offs”
section of our online supplement. Making this adjustment does not alter the
pattern of our results.
Because our hypotheses concern the effect of requiring accounts on active
communities with both registered and unregistered contributors, we restrict
our sample to wikis with minimal activity and where at least some contributions were made by unregistered users before they are blocked. We use the
following inclusion criteria: wikis must (1) be at least 4 weeks old when the
intervention occurred; (2) have received at least 1 contribution from an anonymous contributor in the 8-week period before the change; (3) have at least one
contribution in at least 70% of the weeks during the 16-week period before
and after the change; and (4) experience at least a 90% decrease in the number
of contributions from unregistered users in 8-week periods before and after
the change indicating that the block actually occurred. We exclude at least one
wiki from the main analysis for each of these reasons leaving us with a total
of 136 wikis. We provide details on our sample selection, descriptive statistics
for the excluded wikis, and models fit on a dataset that does not exclude any
of these wikis in the “Sample Selection” section of our supplement. Although
returning excluded wikis to our analysis reduces the size of our effects slightly,
it does not change the substance of our results.
Measures
Using the XML database dumps, we construct an analytic dataset where the
unit of analysis for the study is the “wiki week.” The dataset includes 2,171
observations from a total of 136 wikis. We use four measures of our outcome
variables—each of which varies within wiki over time. Tables of descriptive
statistics summarizing the size and activity of the wikis in the sample at the
point of the intervention as well as the four dependent variables in our analytic
been deleted. Since pages consisting only of low quality content can be deleted by administrators in this way, the measures of damage described below should be interpreted as incomplete
and conservative.
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Figure 1: Plot of all dependent variable values for all wikis over all weeks in the
dataset. Points are jittered horizontally within weeks, one outlier is dropped from the
reverted edits plot (the second panel from the top), and Y-axes are all log-transformed
to facilitate interpretation. Central trend lines before and after the cut-off generated
with a generalized additive model (GAM) smoother.

dataset appear in our online supplement. Figure 1 presents scatterplots with
GAM-smoothed trend lines before and after the cut-off for all four dependent
variables across the full 16-week analytic window. In each panel, we observe
a large amount of variation as well as a series of discontinuous shifts at the
cut-off point.
For our first dependent variable (H1), we count the number of user accounts on each wiki that have made a contribution for the first time in the history of that wiki during each week (new accounts). Because the XML databases
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only include data on the contributions to each wiki, this measure will not reflect accounts that were created but that never went on to make a contribution. If a user had created an account previously, but never made a contribution to the wiki in question, the account will be marked as new during the
week it makes its first contribution.
Our second hypothesis (H2) looks at low quality edits which we measure
by counting the number of edits that are subsequently removed (reverted) in
their entirety. We adopt the simplest and most widely used approach to detecting reverts by focusing on what are called “identity reverts” (Halfaker et
al., 2011; Piskorski & Gorbatâi, 2017; Priedhorsky et al., 2007).7 Using the
identity revert approach, a contribution (A) is considered reverted if and only
if a second user’s contribution (B) returns the page to a state that is identical to
its state before edit A. The affordances of MediaWiki make it easy for any user
user who can edit (with or without an account) to create identity reverts and
the software has affordances that allow administrators and users with special
privileges to do so even more easily. Because a large proportion of reverted
contributions involve vandalism and other intentionally disruptive contributions, identity reverts provide an efficient and conservative measure of damage (Flöck et al., 2012). In Wikia, reverts are relatively rare (TeBlunthuis et al.,
2018), and only 1 out of every 31 edits in our dataset is reverted. 10 wikis in
our sample experience no reverts during our analytic window.
We construct two measures to test the effect of the intervention on higher
quality contributions (H3). First, we count the number of contributions
made to a wiki in a given week that are not subsequently reverted (non-reverted).
Because the effort that goes into an edit can vary greatly, a single non-reverted
contribution might reflect a large amount of new high quality content, the removal of some content added previously by another user, or the fix of a simple
typo.
Our second more conservative measure of quality addresses the limits of
the first by relying on the collective judgment of a wiki’s contributors. Computer scientists Adler and de Alfaro (2007) developed an approach that defines higher quality wiki content as material that persists through more subsequent contributions by others. The most widespread operationalization of
this measure is persistent word revisions (PWR). The PWR for a given contribution is the sum of its tokens (i.e., words and formatting elements) multi7

We detect reverts using the python-mwreverts software library published by Aaron
Halfaker at the Wikimedia Foundation. See: https://github.com/mediawiki-utilities/
python-mwreverts
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plied by the number of subsequent versions of the page (within some window) in which each token persists.8 To construct this measure, we use the
python-mwpersistence software library published by the Wikimedia Foundation.9 Because highly edited pages have more revisions which create more
opportunities for token revisions, we follow Adler and de Alfaro (2007) and
sum the number of persistent tokens over a fixed 7 revision window.
We select the dependent variables described above because we believe they
provide the best available indicators of overall wiki community health and
well-being. Wikis that attract new contributors and generate more non-reverted
contributions or contributions that last longer are thriving wikis. These measures are also consistent with the theoretical predictions we develop above as
well as prior empirical approaches to modeling attempts to build public information goods in online communities (Cheshire & Antin, 2008; Halfaker
et al., 2011; Schweik & English, 2012; Zhang & Zhu, 2011). Differentiating
between contributions of low (H2) and high (H3) quality allows us to consider the impact of the intervention in a more holistic fashion than much of
this earlier work.
Our key independent variable is a measure of time in weeks centered on
the date that each wiki blocked anonymous contributions (week). We also
include a dichotomous variable (acct_req) that captures whether a wiki had
blocked editing by users without accounts during each week (i.e., when week ≥
0). This point occurred at different moments in calendar time because wikis
instituted the requirement individually.
Analytic Strategy and Models
We model the effect of wikis’ transition to require user accounts with a technique inspired by regression discontinuity design (RDD).10 An RDD seeks to
identify causal effects by comparing outcomes before and after a threshold
value marking an exogenous change in a “forcing variable” (Lee & Lemieux,
2010). Valid inference relies on an assumption that outcomes are equal in expectation immediately around the threshold. Of course, the dependent variables (number of newcomers, reverted edits, etc.) might tend to increase or
8

A detailed description of the method and a bibliography of papers that developed and
employ the technique is available at: https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Content_
persistence (archived at: https://perma.cc/JB6W-5UB5). Flöck et al. (2017) describe some
limitations of the approach we use.
9
https://github.com/mediawiki-utilities/python-mwpersistence
10
Murnane and Willett (2011) provide an excellent introduction to RDD studies.
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decrease around the threshold. RDD models this underlying “secular” trend
over the forcing variable to create a more precise estimate of the change attributable to the discontinuity.
In this case, we adapt RDD methods to a within-subjects analysis with repeated observations (panel data) for every subject (wiki) capturing each subject’s individual secular trend. The forcing variable is a relative measure of
time (week) centered at the discontinuity. Our estimand (τ) is the average
effect of the intervention on the communities that underwent the change.
The parameter estimate τ̂ associated with acct_req captures any discontinuous shift in the outcomes at the point the wikis required accounts.
Our panel RDD approach shares some features with interrupted time series (ITS) and provides insight into the instantaneous effects of requiring accounts on the treated communities. We adopt this “within subjects” panel
RDD approach for two reasons. First, it lets us compare the treated wikis to
themselves immediately before and after the treatment in the absence of control cases. We do so because true control cases do not exist given the quasiexperimental nature of the change. Although matching on observables is often used to construct control cases in such situations, our preliminary evaluations and experience of Wikia led us to believe that wikis which implemented
the account requirement likely differed in unobserved ways from wikis that
did not. Second, we estimate the instantaneous effects because differences in
outcomes farther from the discontinuity are more likely due to sources of
heterogeneity unrelated to the account requirement. We discuss these choices
and assumptions as well as alternative approaches at greater length in the online supplement.
Our models each include 408 fixed effects control variables. First, we include a vector of dummy variables wiki that constitute wiki-level fixed effects.
To model trends within each wiki, we interact the wiki vector with both week
and week2 .11 Fixed effects in repeated measure models are typically considered
preferable to random effects because their inclusion ensures that estimates of
τ̂ reflect only within group variation (Angrist & Pischke, 2008; Murnane &
Willett, 2011). In this way, our three vectors of fixed effects capture all observed and unobserved characteristics of wikis that have a consistent effect
across all weeks (such as each project’s start date or initial audience size) as
well as a separate quadratic trend for each wiki (such as growth or decline in
11

Because of visual and statistical evidence of curvilinear secular trends within many of
our wikis, we use a quadratic specification. Although a cubic model had improved goodness
of fit, there was no substantive change in τ̂, so we report the more parsimonious model.
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the popularity of a topic covered by a wiki). As our hypotheses focus exclusively on the estimate of τ̂, the fixed effects serve exclusively as controls and
we do not report the parameter estimates for them. The models thus take the
form:
Y = τacct_req + βwiki + β(wiki × week) + β(wiki × week2 ) + "

(1)

We set Y equal to each outcome measure in turn: new users (M1), reverted
(M2), non-reverted (M3a), and PWR (M3b). To evaluate the effect of the intervention on contributions from experienced community members (H4), we
re-estimate models 2-4 restricting the sample to editors who had made at least
one contribution under a registered account prior to the cut-off.
Since all the dependent variables are skewed counts, we use negative binomial regression.12 We calculate heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors using the H C1 estimator (MacKinnon & White, 1985) and follow Angrist and
Pischke’s (2008) suggestion to report the larger of robust or conventional standard errors. Finally, we conduct a supplementary analysis that decomposes τ̂
across each wiki in our sample. To do this, we re-estimate our models adding a
term interacting wiki with acct_req to recover individual wiki-level estimates
for τ̂. Although some wikis in our analysis had contributions from unregistered editors after the cut-off, we estimate the impact of the intervention
irrespective of compliance. Our results thus correspond to an Intent-to-treat
(ITT) estimate (Murnane & Willett, 2011) in that we measure the impact of a
change even though it may not have been perfectly effective in every case.

RESULTS
We find substantial discontinuous shifts in each of our dependent variables
when wikis began requiring accounts: an increase in the number of new editors and decreases in the numbers of reverted edits, non-reverted edits, and
PWR. These outcomes support hypotheses H1-H3. We also find similar decreases among editors who contributed with accounts prior to the intervention, supporting hypothesis H4.
Table 1 summarizes the results of H1-H3 and includes regression models
fit using the full sample. We report the estimated parameter (τ̂) associated
12

Given the relatively small amount of variation in reverts in our sample, we report a
logistic regression model of whether wikis experience any reverted edits in a section titled
“Logistic Specification for Reverts” in our online supplement. The results suggest a similar
takeaway.
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new editors (M1)
0.201∗∗∗
(0.057)
Deviance
2157.498
Num. obs.
2171
acct_req

∗∗∗

reverted (M2)
−1.477∗∗∗
(0.162)
1612.692
2171

non-reverted (M3a) PWR (M3b)
−0.412∗∗∗
−0.586∗∗∗
(0.092)
(0.118)
2543.870
2599.352
2171
2171

p < 0.001, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗ p < 0.05

Table 1: Summary of regression models. We omit estimates for our 408 control
variables in the form of fixed effects for wiki and its interaction with week and week2 .

with acct_req from each model. Because these are non-linear models, interpreting the coefficients directly can be challenging. In order to facilitate interpretation, we also present the model-predicted values for prototypical wikis
in Figure 2.13
Model M1 supports H1 that requiring accounts leads to a higher number
of new user accounts. We estimate that the number of accounts making their
first contribution rose from 6.64 to 8.12 new users per week in a prototypical community at the point that they required accounts (β = 0.201, σ =
0.057, p < 0.001). This change constitutes a 22% increase. However, the
standard errors are relatively large and the 95% confidence interval for the
parameter estimate corresponds to an increase of between 0.62 and 2.44 new
accounts (9% and 37% of the total in a prototypical wiki). Over the course of
eight weeks following the change, we predict a total number of new accounts
that is 122% what we would have predicted in the absence of the shift.
Model M2 provides strong support for H2, that requiring accounts drives
down levels of low quality edits. M2 estimates a decline from 44.04 to 10.03
reverted edits per week (77%) in a prototypical community (β = −1.477, σ =
0.162, p < 0.001). Our 95% confidence interval corresponds to a decrease
between 36.71 and 30.25 reverted contributions (83% and 69% of the total
in a prototypical community). For less active wikis in our sample this might
involve a near-complete elimination of reverted edits. Over the course of eight
weeks, we predict a total number of reverts that is 23% what we would predict
with unregistered contribution permitted.
In Models M3a and M3b we find that the block also caused a decrease in
quality edits (supporting H3). Using our first measure of quality, M3a shows
13

Figure 2 summarizes an “average” trend by plotting predicted values from a negative
binomial model that regresses the fitted values generated by the original models on a quadratic
specification of week and the indicator for the cut-off.
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reverted (M2)
−0.794∗∗∗
(0.198)
Deviance
1168.152
Num. obs.
2164
acct_req

∗∗∗

non-reverted (M3a)
−0.455∗∗∗
(0.093)
2519.045
2164

PWR (M3b)
−0.473∗∗∗
(0.121)
2508.188
2164

p < 0.001, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗ p < 0.05

Table 2: Summary of regression models estimated on sample restricted only to editors whose accounts were created prior to the cut-off. Estimates for our 408 fixed
effects for wiki and its interaction with week and week2 .

that the cut-off led to a decrease from 617 to 409 non-reverted contributions
each week (34%) in a prototypical community (β = −0.412, σ = 0.092, p <
0.001). Our 95% confidence interval for this parameter estimate encompasses
between 276 and 128 contributions per week (i.e., decreases of 45% and 21%
of the total). Over eight weeks, we predict a total number of non-reverted
edits that is 66% what we would have predicted otherwise. The estimates in
M3b are very similar to those in M3a. We estimate that the intervention led
to a decrease of 44% from 126,000 to 70,200 PWR per week at the cut-off in
a prototypical community (β = −0.586, σ = 0.118, p < 0.001). with 95%
confidence intervals between 70,400 and 37,900 word revisions per week (i.e.,
decreases of 56% and 30% of the total). Over eight weeks, we predict a total
number of PWR that is 56% the predicted total in the absence of the shift.
The model results on the restricted sample of editors with accounts prior
to the cut-off (corresponding to H4) is shown in Table 2. M1 is not included
because all accounts among editors active before the cut-off must have been
created before. The results for Models M2, M3a, and M3b on the restricted
sample suggest very similar patterns to those from the full sample. M2 finds
that the number of reverted edits among experienced editors undergoes a discontinuous decrease after the intervention that is smaller in magnitude than
in the full sample. Models 3a and 3b also show a discontinuous decrease in
the number of non-reverted edits and PWR respectively. The magnitudes of
each estimate are very similar to those reported in the main analysis. This
follows the pattern observed in both Gorbatâi (2014) and Kane et al. (2014),
where contributions from unregistered editors stimulate contributions from
existing editors.
In order to understand the heterogeneity of the effect among wikis, we
fit a series of models incorporating an interaction between wiki and acct_req.
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These models generate a separate point estimate of τ̂ for each wiki. The results, described in our online supplement, show substantial heterogeneity.
For M1, we find that more wikis show a decrease in new editors (73) than
an increase (60) suggesting that our conclusion in terms of H1 may be driven
by large increases among a subset of wikis. In the case of M2, we estimate that
more than 3 wikis experience a decrease in reverts for each that experiences an
increase (102 wikis with a decrease versus 33 wikis with an increase). The results for M3a and M3b each suggest that a little over 60% of wikis experienced
a decrease (respectively, 86 and 83 with negative estimates, 50 and 52 with positive estimates, and 1 with an estimate of zero in M3b). Overall, this suggests
that aggregate estimates accurately characterize the trends among wikis while
demonstrating that heterogeneous effects also occurred.

THREATS TO VALIDITY
Several threats to the validity of our findings stem from challenges common
to RDDs and the RDD-inspired approach we adopt (Lee & Lemieux, 2010;
Murnane & Willett, 2011). Below, we briefly discuss the most salient threats
and, when possible, the sensitivity analyses used to assess them. We also revisit the assumptions that underpin the validity and generalizability of our
findings. In our online supplement, we present additional analysis, technical
threats, and the full results of all sensitivity analyses and alternative model
specifications.
Administrators’ knowledge of the intervention poses arguably the most
critical threat to our assumption of the exogeneity of the precise timing of
the intervention in relation to the dependent variables. This threat, a specific
case of what is called “crossover” in quasi-experimental methods, arises from
the fact that some community administrators would have known of the intervention ahead of time and could have manipulated their pre/post-treatment
behavior. Although it is impossible to prove the absence of crossover, we test
the sensitivity of the findings to the inclusion of the administrators in the
analysis by dropping edits from administrators. The results are similar but
the effects are slightly larger in magnitude.
In other sensitivity analyses, the effects of the intervention on low and
high quality edits are robust to alternative specifications. Under all approaches
explored in the supplement, our main analysis estimates for M2, M3a, and
M3b retain the same sign while differences in the magnitude of the point estimates under these alternative specifications are smaller than the original stangit revision 33b9e89 on 2020/05/07
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Figure 2: Visualizations of our model predicted values for prototypical wikis for all
four outcomes. To represent the effect of an “average” wiki in our sample, trend lines
reflect a fitted regression model of window weeks and the cut-off on the predicted
values from each of our models reported in Table 1. We do not plot predicted values
corresponding to H4 because the estimates align so closely with those for H3 (M3a
and M3b).
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dard errors. In contrast, the effects on new account creation (M1) are more
fragile. Under several specifications, the point estimate shrinks substantially
or becomes indistinguishable from zero. We also find that the increase in new
accounts estimated in the main analysis is not robust to dropping the largest
wikis from the analysis (see the subsection on “Influential Cases” in the online
supplement). The estimates of acc_req in these models are consistently positive but smaller in magnitude and are not statistically significant in models
that drop the largest 5% and 10% of wikis. Although we can imagine that the
effect of requiring accounts on new editors might vary with project size or
other factors, we know of no theoretical reasons to anticipate this. It is also
possible that the fragility of the estimate is an artifact of fact that the effect on
new editors is relatively small and noisy and that much of the estimated effect
is concentrated in large wikis. As a result of these tests, the results of M1 in
Table 1 should be interpreted with care.
Our panel RDD approach rests on the assumption that individual wikis
were “equal in expectation” to themselves immediately before and after the
point of the intervention. As discussed earlier, we are concerned that administrators of the treated wikis played a role in the decision to require accounts.
We have tried to evaluate this assumption through both qualitative investigation (i.e., conversations with wiki administrators and manual review of onwiki discussions by participants) as well as empirical sensitivity analysis described above and reported in the online supplement. Although we find no
likely causes of bias in this regard, we cannot eliminate the possibility of this
threat. In the absence of an empirical matching strategy or credible control
group with which to construct alternative baselines for estimating treatment
effects, we do not claim that our results generalize to untreated wikis. Additional assumptions and further analysis would be necessary to extend our
analysis in this way.14
Another threat is that the imposition of an account requirement may have
affected our measures in M2 and M3a. Before the account requirement, unregistered editors may have participated in the work of reverting low-quality
edits in ways that were made more difficult by the requirement to create accounts. Although editors with accounts might have reverted the same edits
themselves—perhaps after a longer period of time—it is possible that some
reverts of low-quality edits might never have occurred after accounts were
required. In this scenario, our estimate of a decrease in reverted might over14

See our online supplement for further discussion of this issue.
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estimate the change in low-quality contributions and our estimate of a decrease in non-reverted might be under-estimate the decrease in high quality
edits. Although an empirical investigation suggests that only 1,450 of the
19,236 reverting edits (7.5%) made in the 8 week period before wikis required
accounts were made by users without accounts, we cannot know whether this
threat affects our estimates. We can gain comfort from the fact that, to the extent that this threat obtains, it means that our estimates of collateral damage
caused by requiring accounts and the tradeoff that communities face will both
be rendered more conservative.
Tests of the external validity of our estimates lie beyond the scope of the
current paper. Our central finding that requiring accounts causes a decline in
both low quality and high quality contributions resonates with related work
in the contexts of citizen science (Jay et al., 2016) and discussion forums (Bernstein et al., 2011). In particular, Jay et al. (2016) estimate an increase of over
60% in the number classifications to a citizen science platform when accounts
are not required. The Wikimedia Foundation has also released an unpublished study with comparable point estimates of a 25 − 30% decrease in overall productivity when accounts were requested of would-be contributors.15
We believe that these data points provides reasons to be optimistic about the
generalizability of our results.
Lastly, our estimates may not generalize to other types of account requirements. Although the design of the Wikia account creation and sign-in system
resembles similar systems on a number of peer production projects, social media platforms, and online discussion communities, the system design could be
adjusted to streamline the experience of account creation, emphasize the value
of stable identifiers, or incorporate other elements. We anticipate that such
alternative designs could alter the effects we estimate here.

DISCUSSION
Our results support our hypotheses and suggest that stable identifiers impose
barriers to entry that introduce a tradeoff for online communities. While the
account requirement drastically redcuces low quality contributions and induces some individuals to create new accounts, it also decreases high quality
participation enormously. We find evidence for this tradeoff even within the
editing activity of editors registered prior to the cut-off demonstrating how
15

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Asking_anonymous_editors_to_register
(archived at: https://perma.cc/2H48-77GT).
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participation by unregistered editors stimulates activity across the board. Accumulated over many weeks, these effects would profoundly change the scope
and character of participation within these projects.
The results diverge from earlier findings and theories consistent with the
“catalysts” perspective which would have predicted stable or increased rates
of high quality contributions. What explains this difference? Differences between experimental contexts (e.g., Yamagishi et al., 2009) and the wikis in our
sample offer one potential explanation. Perhaps communities that require accounts for participation at the point they are initially constituted (like those
in most experiments) experience different effects than existing communities
(like those in our sample). It might also be the case that specific institutional
arrangements support some types of public goods production or collective
action better than others. In this sense, our findings may be interpreted as
supporting the idea that particular types of community boundaries may promote or hinder particular sorts of common pool resource management (Cox
et al., 2010). The account requirements in our study may also lead to subtle
long-term effects on community culture that we do not estimate or observe
due to the constraints of our measures and analytic approach.
Although our findings resonate more with the costly barriers perspective,
they deviate from it as well. The decline we see among registered editors does
not follow from a pure transaction costs approach which might also predict
that these registered editors would contribute more new content (i.e., PWRs)
following the removal of low quality participation that may have required
them to focus on vandal fighting. Instead, unregistered contributions—even
the low quality ones—seem to induce community activity. This supports earlier claims about the value of group size and peripheral participation for collective action and public goods production in online groups or crowds (Anthony et al., 2009; Bennett & Segerberg, 2012; Gorbatâi, 2014; Kane et al.,
2014; Margolin & Liao, 2018; Olson, 1965; Woolley et al., 2010; Zhang &
Zhu, 2011). Our analysis cannot unpack this finding more fully because our
data does not include additional information about the individual contributors who had participated without accounts prior to the cut-off. Future work
should analyze the content of unregistered contributions more deeply to understand the value they add to communities and use network analysis and
related methods to explain the structural mechanisms by which unregistered
contributions enhance group collaboration.
Our theory that community boundaries introduce tradeoffs by reducgit revision 33b9e89 on 2020/05/07
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ing both low and high quality contributions suggests some possible common
ground between the catalysts and costs perspectives. Even a strong proponent of the catalysts point of view might not be surprised that an imprecise
intervention like an account requirement would deter some high quality contributions. However, the lopsided empirical tradeoff we observe in our results
strongly favors preserving opportunities for unregistered contribution. For
example, in the prototypical wiki shown in Figure 2, our models estimate
that the account requirement will deter 242 edits but that only 34 of those
contributions (14%) would have been reverted. In order to justify requiring
accounts in our empirical context, the damage prevented by eliminating any
single reverted edit would need to outweigh the loss of 7 non-reverted contributions. Given that removing damage in peer production is typically easier
than substantive content development, we find it hard to imagine how these
findings could be used to support arguments in favor of requiring accounts.
In that sense, our estimates will likely surprise both the administrators of the
wikis in our sample who took steps to require accounts as well as “catalysts”
theorists whose work supported the decision to do so.
At the same time, if we focus on the results in terms of relative proportions (instead of the raw numbers of low and high quality contributions), a
sufficiently large decline in low quality contributions could provide benefits
that offset a smaller decline in high quality contributions. Similarly, if each
individual low quality act were incredibly damaging and costly—something
that does not seem to be the case in our setting—the tradeoff might be seen as
worthwhile. Such scenarios extrapolates beyond the current study in a number of ways and introduces risks of generalizing outside our population.
In any case, the visible benefits of reduced vandalism or spam must be
weighed against the hidden costs of reduced high quality contributions. Theories in this space need to more fully accommodate the tensions between open
community boundaries and effective safeguards of contribution quality. The
empirical tradeoff at the heart of our analysis suggests that requiring accounts
will not benefit most communities in the long run. Instead, our findings suggest that most communities should preserve opportunities for unregistered
contributions. While unidentified and anonymous participation may bring
challenges around disinhibition, lack of accountability, and breakdowns of
trust, our results indicate that requiring accounts erects a boundary around
participation that undermines the capacity of open communities to produce
valuable public goods. To fight low quality contributions, these communities
might seek more precise barriers to entry or might attempt to lower the cost
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of dealing with undesirable forms of participation.

CONCLUSION
Our study contributes to communication research on public information goods,
stable identifiers in computer-mediated communication, information systems,
and online communities and crowds. We provide the first large-scale observational evidence of the causal effects of requiring accounts in peer production
systems. The tradeoffs we theorize and observe synthesizes prior research
that implied incongruous empirical predictions. Our findings reveal limitations of this earlier work and show that a specific implementation of community boundaries through imposing the use stable identifiers impacts participation in multiple ways. Overall, the account requirement decreases both low
and high quality contributions to the wikis in our study. Although it deters
a large portion of all low quality participation, the vast majority of deterred
contributions are high quality. Most surprisingly, we observe a large decrease
among contributors who hold accounts already and are not directly impacted
by the design change.
The findings illustrate how the empirical tradeoffs play out across diverse
communities. We conclude that the results support the preservation of opportunities for unregistered, low cost forms of contribution to public information goods online. However, these implications depend on contextual factors such as the costs of dealing with low quality participation. For example,
automated tools to filter spam can scale well with minimal overhead. Large
projects such as the English language Wikipedia have anti-vandalism bots that
effectively minimize the cost of removing many low quality contributions.
As a result, Wikipedia can afford to enable unregistered editing and draw benefits from good-faith contributors who would not participate otherwise. This
illustrates how the nature of contribution costs likely also matter more than
prior work had suggested. Completing a CAPTCHA is not the same as creating an (even pseudonymous) account on a site. Both the content and framing
of interfaces shape how newcomers experience the boundaries of a community organization and interpret the significance of participation.
The results of this study suggest several directions for future research. A
field experiment could support valid comparisons of communities with and
without account requirements over longer time periods. Subgroup analyses
might decompose the outcomes we observe here to identify particular types
of wiki communities that experienced the effects of the intervention to varygit revision 33b9e89 on 2020/05/07
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ing degrees. Other approaches can support deeper investigation of the mechanisms by which unregistered contributions support overall group activity.
Community managers and systems designers might also investigate alternative boundary management or quality control systems as means of promoting
the sort of prosocial cooperation and collective action identified in previous
research. For example, prior work has described system designs that support
privacy as well as safety in the moderation of user-generated content (Frey
et al., 2017). Our findings speak to the importance of continuing to test and
refine both the theories and empirical approaches in these domains.

DATA AND SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
We have made available the full data and code necessary to reproduce this analysis and this article and a comprehensive online supplement with additional
technical details and the results of robustness checks in the Harvard Dataverse
(https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/CLSFKX).
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